
 
 

Vintage Task Lamp 
 

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS: 
This product has a polarized plug (one blade is wider than the other) as a feature to reduce the risk of 
electric shock. This plug will fit in a polarized outlet only one way. If the plug does not fit fully in the outlet, 
reverse the plug. If it still does not fit, contact a qualified electrician. Never use with an extension cord 
unless plug can be fully inserted. Do not alter the plug. 
 
Parts Included: 
(A) Long metal arm 
(B) Short metal arm 
(C) Metal rod 
(D) Lamp base 
(E) Metal washer 
(F) Butterfly screw 
(G) Socket 
(H) Wire shade 
(I) Socket ring 
 
 
 
 
Assembly Instructions:  
1. Insert the top of Metal rod (C) into the Short metal arm (B), turning the Metal rod (C) in a clockwise 

direction until tight. 
2. Insert the bottom of Metal rod (C) into the top of the Lamp base (D).  Add the Metal washer (E) to the 

bottom of the Lamp base (D).  Then add the Butterfly screw (F) to the bottom of the Lamp Base (D).  
Turn the Butterfly screw (F) in a clockwise direction until tight. 

3. Unscrew the Socket ring (I) and place the Wire shade (H) into the Socket (G), then turn the Socket 
ring (I) in a clockwise direction until tight. 

4. Insert a maximum (TYPE A) standard 60-watt light bulb (not included) or a 13-watt compact 
fluorescent bulb (included) into the Socket (C). 

5. Plug fixture into the proper outlet and test. 
Note: If you want to adjust the height of lamp, you can adjust Long metal arm (A) from up to down 
 
CAUTION: 
This lamp uses a (TYPE A) 60-watt bulb (not included) or a 13-watt compact fluorescent bulb (included).  
To avoid risk of fire, do not exceed the recommended bulb wattage.  
.  
 
Care Instructions: 
Wipe clean using a soft, dry cloth or static duster. 
Always avoid the use of all chemicals and abrasive cleaners as they may damage the lamp's finish. 
 
 
 

Thank you for your purchase. 
www.pbteen.com 

 


